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Foreword:

Emerging market securitisation comes of age

by Lee Meddin, International Finance Corporation (IFC),World Bank Group

Securitisation made its debut in 1970 when the US Government National

Mortgage Association, Ginnie Mae, created a market for mortgage-backed

securities (MBS). Seven years later, the market saw the first MBS issuance in

which investors took credit risk on the underlying asset pool, rather than

relying on a guarantee of the securitised portfolio, as was the case in the

earlier deals.The issuance volume of structured finance including residential

mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), commercial mortgage-backed securities

(CMBS), asset-backed securities (ABS), and collateralised debt obligations

(CDOs) then remained relatively low for the next 20 years until finally taking

off in 1995 when it started accelerating, reaching approximately US$500bn in

2000, and surpassing US$2trillion for the first time in 2006, as measured by all

dollar denominated issuance globally.Although securitisation remained a US

phenomenon for quite some time, the technology finally spread to Europe in

1987, and then on to Asia-Pacific and the emerging markets in the early 1990s.

The rise and fall of future flow
As securitisation began to take off in the mid 1990s in

the emerging markets, this took place first in the cross-

border market, as the domestic corporate bond

markets were virtually non-existent at the time.

Dominated by future flow securitisations, this allowed

emerging market corporates and banks to secure

relatively cheap and stable dollar funding by selling their

rights to future offshore payments including export

receivables, remittances, SWIFT-related bank payments,

credit card vouchers, airline ticket receivables, and

telephone net settlements.

This market was initially dominated by issuance out

of Mexico during the 1990s with the majority of

transactions involving export receivables. Following

Mexico’s lead, Argentina, Brazil,Turkey, and Venezuela

all saw large issuance of future flow transactions.

During the early-to-mid 2000s, issuance of diversified

payment rights (DPRs) including SWIFT-related

payments such as MT-100s and MT-200s surpassed

export receivables to become the dominant asset

class being securitised.

Having peaked in 1996 with approximately

US$10bn of issuance, future flow issuance then

hovered between US$3bn to US$6bn until 2001.

However, from 2001 onwards, the future flow market

has experienced a decline. Reasons for this decline fall

into several categories. First, there’s the downside of

relying on foreign investors for funding the growth

engine of a domestic economy. Often such funds are

short-term in nature, denominated in foreign currency,

and volatile, whereas the needs of domestic

borrowers tend to be longer-term, in local currency,

and ongoing, regardless of the fluctuations seen in the

international capital markets.

Additionally, there has been a general trend in the

emerging markets of improving credit ratings with a

number of countries now rated investment grade and

many others only one or two notches away. Alongside

this trend, there has been a shift in international

investor sentiment towards taking on more risk in

order to enhance return. Some of these investors

have opted for investments in local currency, while

others have chosen to take advantage of the

numerous cross-currency swap markets that have

come online in recent years.This combination of

events has allowed many emerging market borrowers

to access offshore investors for local currency

financing at attractive rates without the need to sell

their best assets, as is generally the case when

securitising future flows such as remittances and

export receivables.

Finally, the domestic demand for local currency

structured assets, primarily ABS and MBS, has been

growing by leaps and bounds in recent years, often

replacing the need for borrowers to seek financing

abroad.

ABS and MBS take the lead
Although, as described, the emerging markets have its

securitisation past deeply rooted in the future flow

market, the story since the early 2000s has been all

about existing asset deals, including ABS and MBS, and

to a large degree, the growth of these asset classes in

domestic markets. For example, with an aggregate

domestic securitisation in Latin America of only around
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The creation of domestic markets
The building blocks required for domestic securitisation

markets to grow include: domestic savings, demand by

these investors for high quality assets, borrowers

hungry for financing, the development of a legal and

regulatory framework to facilitate such issuance, and

the required market infrastructure. Domestic savings

tend to be channeled into pension funds, mutual funds,

insurance companies, and banks. Pension funds,

specifically, are often seen as one of the key avenues for

the aggregation of domestic wealth.This class of

investor is often restricted from purchasing assets rated

below investment grade in their own country, yet is

generally required to invest the bulk of their funds in

local currency assets. As relatively few corporates in

developing countries tend to meet this investment

grade criterion, and pension funds seek diversification

from domestic government securities, demand has

grown for high quality local currency structured assets.

The creation of a legal and regulatory environment

to facilitate securitisation, including bankruptcy, tax, and

corporate governance, has allowed securitisation to

become a reality in many countries throughout the

world, facilitating cost-effective financing for domestic

borrowers and helping to create the assets required

to meet investor demand. As this happened, the

infrastructure needed for the markets proliferated,

including arrangers with domestic placement

capabilities, trust agents, market makers, and rating

agencies offering domestic rating scales.

US$1bn as recently as 2000, the domestic markets in

the region have seen growth each and every year since

then, surpassing US$13bn in 2006.

The birth of domestic markets came after

numerous and tightly spaced financial crises

throughout the developing world.This included the

Mexican economic crisis in 1994, the Asian crisis in

1997, Russia’s default in 1998, Brazil’s devaluation in

1999, Pakistan’s default in 1999, the Turkish banking

crisis in 2000, Argentina’s default in 2002, and Brazil’s

debt crisis in 2002.This left large financing needs in the

corporate sector but with a new focus by these

borrowers on prudent asset and liability management,

coupled with a lack of bank credit as financial

institutions experienced a need to recapitalise.

These events acted as the catalyst for domestic

markets to finally take off. In the background, domestic

savings were finally reaching a critical mass, and as

pension funds and mutual funds grew, so did the

demand for high quality alternatives to government

paper.While all of this was happening, and as banks

succeeded in recapitalising, financial institutions in the

emerging markets stepped up their efforts in

originating new loans to small- and medium-size

enterprises (SMEs) and to consumers for purposes

such as mortgages, autos, and lines of credit, all

excellent assets for securitisation.This set the stage for

what has become a fast-growing market for existing

asset transactions in the developing world, primarily in

the domestic markets.
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Steering clear of rocky roads
With all of this now in place, and several years of

sustained growth, what are some of the pitfalls that may

stall the continued growth of domestic securitisation in

the emerging markets? Given the nascent nature of

these markets, such pitfalls may fall into the categories

of legal uncertainty, portfolio quality, and

macroeconomic volatility. In terms of legal uncertainty,

it’s important to realise that securitisation law in most

emerging markets has not been fully tested. A change in

current government sentiment towards the capital

markets, a change in administration, or simply a failure in

the legal system to interpret securitisation law as

expected, could all lead to reduced investor confidence

in this asset class. Even when a perfected true sale of

assets has been confirmed, there remains the risk in a

nascent market that such a decision may be overturned

until such time as the law has been properly tested and

precedents set.

Regarding portfolio quality, it is important to

highlight that many of the asset classes that have been

securitised in the emerging markets lack substantial

historic data; management information systems

tracking this data may be less robust than systems

used in more developed markets; implementation of

credit underwriting and origination policies may not

be fully automated; monitoring and collection of loans

may not be entirely consistent; and provisioning and

write-off policies for non-performing loans may not be

uniformly implemented. Any of these issues could

result in portfolio quality being less than that initially

expected.

In terms of macroeconomic volatility, this could

derive from domestic events, or from events

elsewhere, whether related or unrelated, which simply

spook the local market. Contagion in the credit

markets is nothing new and always looms as a

possibility.Whatever the reason, if liquidity dries up, if

jobs are lost, if assets decline in value, or if inflation

picks up, the current growth in markets could quickly

turn into a downturn.

With this said, the expectation is that domestic

markets will continue to grow, and that existing asset

securitisation will continue to entrench itself as a

preferred means of financing for many borrowers.This

is based on a favourable long-term economic outlook

for developing countries, and an environment in which

banks continue to focus on retail lending as corporate

loan portfolios show few signs of growth and loans to

municipalities contract.This focus on consumer lending

is creating the needed stock to fuel the growth of

domestic securitisation markets, as well as meet the

demand of international investors wishing to invest in

high quality emerging market assets, whether hedged

with currency swaps, or denominated in local currency.

Current trends
The volume of structured finance issuance in the

emerging markets grew from US$34.5bn in 2005 to

US$41.5bn in 2006, a 20% increase. As in recent years,

the relative volume of cross-border future flow

transactions has continued to decline, with existing

asset deals now accounting for 80% of total issuance,

much of this in domestic markets and in local currency.

Activity in Latin America, which accounted for 37% of

total emerging market issuance, took place primarily in

the domestic markets, with consumer credit ABS being

the dominant asset class. EMEA, the region comprising

emerging Europe, the Middle East, and Africa, which

accounted for 38% of total emerging market issuance,

saw activity primarily in the cross-border market, with

future flow transactions representing about 40% of the

aggregate. Asia, which accounted for 25% of total

emerging market issuance, saw issuance evenly split

between the cross-border and domestic markets, with

real estate related assets dominating issuance.

Latin America
Not only has the Latin American securitisation market

almost quadrupled in size from 2000 to 2006, but

whereas domestic securitisation represented only 25%

of the US$4bn issued in 2000, it represented almost

90% of the US$15.3bn issued in 2006. Brazil and

Mexico, the two largest economies in the region,

accounted for 73% of the domestic issuance. Although

MBS, auto loans, and consumer loans represented the

largest percent of asset classes securitised, the

composition of assets securitised in the region was

actually quite diverse.

Brazil’s domestic securitisation market has seen

tremendous growth in recent years. Coming from a

base of only US$100m in 2002, total issuance in Brazil

reached almost US$5bn in 2006, the highest in the

region.These transactions have been driven primarily by

issuance out of fundos de investimentos em dereitos

creditórios (FIDCs) for receivables, and to a lesser

degree by issuance of certificados de recebíveis

imobiliários (CRIs) for real estate. Consumer loans,

including those for autos, represented the majority of

assets securitised, followed by trade receivables, future

flows and CMBS.The story in Mexico, which saw

US$4.4bn of issuance in 2006, continues to be RMBS.

There were 18 RMBS transactions in 2006, up from

eight the year before.

After seeing securitisation volumes drop off

significantly in 2001, Argentina rebounded in 2005 with

just under US$2bn in issuance, followed by a strong

2006 with US$2.5bn in issuance. Driven by strong

economic growth and a resurgence in consumer credit,

consumer loans, personal loans, and credit cards

dominated the securitisation landscape. Colombia,
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prominent asset class in the region, representing all of

Turkey’s eight transactions totalling US$5.1bn, as well as

all of Kazakhstan’s three transactions totaling US$500m.

Other asset classes seen in the region included CMBS,

auto loans, SMEs, consumer loans, RMBS, and lease

receivables.

The year’s most exciting story in the region was

Russia, where issuance exploded to US$3.5bn from a

base of only US$198m the year before. About half the

volume was represented by ABS, including

securitisations of auto loans, consumer loans and lease

receivables. RMBS represented 14% of the total,

whereas future flows continued to be popular,

representing 39% of issuance.

representing about 5% of the Latin American

securitisation market continued to be heavily

dominated by RMBS issuance from Titularizadora

Colombiana. Chile, Peru, and Costa Rica together

represented less than 3.5% of total domestic issuance in

the region.

EMEA (Emerging Europe, Middle
East, and Africa)
The emerging markets of Europe, Middle East, and

Africa achieved issuance of US$15.7bn in 2006. Issuance

was heavily dominated by Turkey, South Africa, and

Russia, together accounting for 85% of the region’s total.

Future flow securitisations of DPRs remained a

Figure 2: 2006 Latin America domestic securitisation by country

Source: Moody’s Investors Service, January 2007 data
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Figure 3: 2006 Latin America domestic securitisation by asset type

Source: Moody’s Investors Service, January 2007 data
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South Africa, the second largest market in the

region, experienced another year of record growth in

2006, with issuance volume of US$4.5bn primarily

from ABS and RMBS transactions. Bulgaria, Oman, and

Tunisia each saw their first securitisation transaction in

2006, and a synthetic securitisation of loans to SMEs

was launched containing assets from both the Czech

Republic and Poland. Egypt saw the issuance of one

deal in 2006 for US$28m, a repeat transaction from

the prior year. As the region continues to introduce

new securitisation legislation in countries such as

Hungary, Kazakhstan, Romania, Russia,Turkey, and

Ukraine, the prospects for continued growth in the

region look bright.

Asia
Asia experienced a 15% year-over-year increase in

issuance volume for 2006.To a very large extent, this

was due to the growth of China’s domestic market.

There were a total of 31 public structured deals issued

in the region for a volume of approximately

US$10.5bn.Volume was relatively evenly split between

cross-border and domestic issuance. Borrowers in

Hong Kong, Singapore, and South Korea continued to

access the cross-border market while borrowers in

China,Taiwan and Thailand continued to access the

domestic market.

Cross-border issuance continues to be heavily

dominated by South Korea, for which there was about

Figure 4: 2006 EMEA securitisation by country

Source: Moody’s Investors Service, January 2007 data
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Figure 5: 2006 EMEA securitisation by asset type

Source: Moody’s Investors Service, January 2007 data
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Figure 6: 2006 Asia securitisation by country

Source: FitchRatings, March 2007 data
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Figure 7: 2006 Asia securitisation by asset type

Source: FitchRatings, March 2007 data
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with questionable capacity to repay, and often without

the need to put money down and with artificially low

debt service payments that include low initial teaser

rates and no amortisation of principal, the

corresponding mortgages in the developing world

often have conservative loan-to-value (LTV) ratios,

prudent repayment terms, and mortgage insurance.

Corrections will surely happen as needed in select

markets, and this may lead to perceived contagion

amongst markets, but in the end, it is the fundamentals

that will continue to dominate. Having come of age

with such strong fundamentals in place, the structured

finance markets in the developing world should be well

positioned for sustained growth in the years ahead.
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US$3.5bn in issuance focused on residential

mortgages, credit cards, and auto loans. Singapore was

responsible for the next largest cross-border issuance,

a total of US$1.3bn, focused on commercial and

residential mortgages. As for the domestic markets,

China experienced a staggering 65% growth in volume

over 2005.This US$3.5bn was dominated by issuance

of seven selective asset management plans (SAMPs),

but also included a collateralised loan obligation

(CLO), and two non-performing loan (NPL)

securitisations.Taiwan, which saw a decline in overall

issuance relative to 2005, followed in domestic

issuance with about US$1.3bn primarily focused on

real estate related assets.

Conclusion
There is no doubt that emerging economies will

continue to grow and that what were once nascent

structured finance markets will continue to mature.

There will surely be ups and downs along the way, but

such is the same for the market as a whole. For

example, the US subprime mortgage crisis in 2007

caused a global widening in credit spreads. On the back

of this, the spread of JP Morgan’s EMBI+ index for

emerging market cross-border debt issuance widened

from 168 basis points to 252 basis points in the span of

only a month. However, whereas the relevant

mortgages in the US have been made to individuals
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borrowers. IFC's role is focused on credit enhancing transactions in order to mobilise additional financing for
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investor include ABS, MBS, CDOs, credit-enhanced bonds and loans, and structured portfolio risk-sharing

facilities.With a focus on creating new markets and new assets classes within these markets, IFC has been

involved in over 80 structured transactions providing an aggregate amount of financing of over US$8bn to

clients in more than 25 countries since the inception of the team in 2001.The majority of these transactions

have provided clients with financing in long-term local currency.
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